
 
WEEK 4 LEARNING PLANS 

October 7 - October 13 
 

  DAY 1  DAY 2  DAY 3 

READING  At least 20 minutes  At least 20 minutes  At least 20 minutes 

WORD  
OF THE DAY 

pretend  shelf  dinner 

WRITING 
Free write OR 

Write about the picture in 
your homework folder. 

Free write OR 
Write about your best 

birthday. 
Free write OR 

Write a haiku about fall. 

NUMBER 
OF THE DAY 

48    248    6248  14    514    9514  23    123    5123 

MATH  Over the three days, try to complete the pages in your home learning package:  
Missing Numbers, Farmers Market, Picture Graphs: Favourite Ice Cream, Colour By Number 

LITERACY 
& OTHER 

Over the three days try to complete the pages in your home learning package:  
Creative Writing - Animals, Reading a Map, Feelings Word Search 

 
Reading: 
- Students have gone home with a few books that they should be able to read on their own. Have them 

practice reading out loud to you. They can also read any books you have at home. 
 
Word  and Number of the Day: 
- Complete the Word and Number of the Day pages as best you can. Pick a 2 or 3 digit number or challenge 

yourself with a 4 digit number. Use the example in your home package or on my website as guidance. 
 
Writing: 
- Use the sheets provided to write about anything, or use my suggested topic. The date should be on the top 

of each entry. Students should draw a picture to go with their writing, and do their best to sound out letters 
and words. There are extra lines on the back for more writing if needed. Encourage the use of full sentences 
with capitals and punctuation. You may scribe their writing for them if needed, or let them try first then 
write their story underneath if it’s hard to read. 

- Haiku: 
- A haiku is a 3 line poem that has 5 syllables on the first line, 7 syllables on the second line, and 5 

syllables on the third line. Example: 
- Leaves falling from trees (5) 
- Many colours everywhere (7) 
- Orange, red, green, and brown (5) 

 
Math: 
- Use the pages sent home to complete the assigned tasks. 
- Use the hundreds chart or a number line as needed to complete them (more resources on my website). 
 
Literacy & Other: 
- Use the pages sent home to complete the assigned tasks. 
 
**Try to use the Learning Log to keep track of any learning that happens at home, and bring this back to school 
for me to see your progress. Please let me know the level of support/help you needed to provide for your child. 


